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Answers

1. 1,911

2. 2,460

3. 2,856

4. 2,088

5. 253

6. 840

7. 3,552

8. 765

9. 2,208

10. 468

11. 374

12. 936

Solve each problem.

1) A toy store sold thirty-nine video games in one day. If each game cost forty-nine dollars,
how much money did they make?

2) George was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze thirty toys into a box. If
George filled up eighty-two boxes, how many toys did he pack total?

3) Rachel had forty-two shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had sixty-eight movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

4) There are thirty-six plates in a box. If a restaurant bought fifty-eight boxes, how many
plates would they have total?

5) Tiffany was making necklaces for her friends. She had eleven friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took twenty-three beads. How many bead would she need
total?

6) A teacher had forty-two students in her classes. If each student completed twenty
problems, how many problems would she have to grade?

7) There are seventy-four teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has forty-eight
players, how many players are there total?

8) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his fifteen trees
had fifty-one apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

9) At a school fundraiser the students sold ninety-two boxes of candy with each box having
twenty-four pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

10) There were thirteen people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets costs
thirty-six dollars, how much money would be spent?

11) A movie theater has seventeen rows of seats. If each row has twenty-two seats in it, how
many seats does the theater have total?

12) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed thirty-
nine uniforms and he had twenty-four stores, how many uniforms would he need?
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Solve each problem.

1) A toy store sold thirty-nine video games in one day. If each game cost forty-nine dollars,
how much money did they make?

2) George was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze thirty toys into a box. If
George filled up eighty-two boxes, how many toys did he pack total?

3) Rachel had forty-two shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had sixty-eight movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

4) There are thirty-six plates in a box. If a restaurant bought fifty-eight boxes, how many
plates would they have total?

5) Tiffany was making necklaces for her friends. She had eleven friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took twenty-three beads. How many bead would she need
total?

6) A teacher had forty-two students in her classes. If each student completed twenty
problems, how many problems would she have to grade?

7) There are seventy-four teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has forty-eight
players, how many players are there total?

8) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his fifteen trees
had fifty-one apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

9) At a school fundraiser the students sold ninety-two boxes of candy with each box having
twenty-four pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

10) There were thirteen people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets costs
thirty-six dollars, how much money would be spent?

11) A movie theater has seventeen rows of seats. If each row has twenty-two seats in it, how
many seats does the theater have total?

12) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed thirty-
nine uniforms and he had twenty-four stores, how many uniforms would he need?
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Solve each problem.

1) A pizza store sold thirty pizzas each hour. How many pizzas would they have sold after
eighty-three hours?

2) Carol was making necklaces for her friends. She had seventy-nine friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took eighty-one beads. How many bead would she need total?

3) A delivery driver made exactly twenty-nine stops each day. After eighty-three days, how
many stops would he have made total?

4) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed eighty-
three uniforms and he had forty-four stores, how many uniforms would he need?

5) Amy has seventy albums of photos uploaded to facebook. If each album has twenty-four
pics in it, how many pics does she have total?

6) There were ninety-one people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets costs
thirty-six dollars, how much money would be spent?

7) Ned was unpacking boxes of ornaments. If he has twenty-four boxes with twenty-two
ornaments in each box, how many ornaments does he have all together?

8) At the carnival there are forty-five students selling tickets. If each student sells forty-one
tickets, how many tickets would be sold all together?

9) At a school fundraiser the students sold eighty boxes of candy with each box having
eighteen pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

10) There are fifty-eight plates in a box. If a restaurant bought sixteen boxes, how many plates
would they have total?

11) On her MP3 player, Katie had eighty-one different singers with sixty-two songs from each
singer. How many songs did Katie have total?

12) A toy store sold forty-three video games in one day. If each game cost seventy-six dollars,
how much money did they make?
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Solve each problem.

1) A pizza store sold thirty pizzas each hour. How many pizzas would they have sold after
eighty-three hours?

2) Carol was making necklaces for her friends. She had seventy-nine friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took eighty-one beads. How many bead would she need total?

3) A delivery driver made exactly twenty-nine stops each day. After eighty-three days, how
many stops would he have made total?

4) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed eighty-
three uniforms and he had forty-four stores, how many uniforms would he need?

5) Amy has seventy albums of photos uploaded to facebook. If each album has twenty-four
pics in it, how many pics does she have total?

6) There were ninety-one people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets costs
thirty-six dollars, how much money would be spent?

7) Ned was unpacking boxes of ornaments. If he has twenty-four boxes with twenty-two
ornaments in each box, how many ornaments does he have all together?

8) At the carnival there are forty-five students selling tickets. If each student sells forty-one
tickets, how many tickets would be sold all together?

9) At a school fundraiser the students sold eighty boxes of candy with each box having
eighteen pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

10) There are fifty-eight plates in a box. If a restaurant bought sixteen boxes, how many plates
would they have total?

11) On her MP3 player, Katie had eighty-one different singers with sixty-two songs from each
singer. How many songs did Katie have total?

12) A toy store sold forty-three video games in one day. If each game cost seventy-six dollars,
how much money did they make?
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Solve each problem.

1) John was unpacking boxes of ornaments. If he has sixty-one boxes with sixty-seven
ornaments in each box, how many ornaments does he have all together?

2) A movie theater has eighty-nine rows of seats. If each row has sixty-three seats in it, how
many seats does the theater have total?

3) Janet had thirty-seven shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had seventy-two movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

4) A bouquet of flowers had ninety-five daisies in it. If a florist had twenty-eight bouquets,
how many daisies did they have total?

5) A pet store sold sixty-one puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost thirty-three
dollars, how much money would they have made?

6) Haley was making necklaces for her friends. She had twenty-six friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took twenty-three beads. How many bead would she need
total?

7) A library checks out sixty-three books each day. How many books would they have
checked out after twenty-three days?

8) Edward's mother had eighty-three photo albums with thirteen pictures in each album. How
many pictures did his mother have total?

9) At the carnival there are twenty-two students selling tickets. If each student sells sixty-five
tickets, how many tickets would be sold all together?

10) There are thirty teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has fifty players, how
many players are there total?

11) There are seventy-three pieces of popcorn in a small bag. If a movie theater sells ninety-
five small bags, how many pieces of popcorn would they have sold?

12) Larry's Lawn Care charges forty-five bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If they
have forty-seven customers how much money will they make?
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Solve each problem.

1) John was unpacking boxes of ornaments. If he has sixty-one boxes with sixty-seven
ornaments in each box, how many ornaments does he have all together?

2) A movie theater has eighty-nine rows of seats. If each row has sixty-three seats in it, how
many seats does the theater have total?

3) Janet had thirty-seven shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had seventy-two movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

4) A bouquet of flowers had ninety-five daisies in it. If a florist had twenty-eight bouquets,
how many daisies did they have total?

5) A pet store sold sixty-one puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost thirty-three
dollars, how much money would they have made?

6) Haley was making necklaces for her friends. She had twenty-six friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took twenty-three beads. How many bead would she need
total?

7) A library checks out sixty-three books each day. How many books would they have
checked out after twenty-three days?

8) Edward's mother had eighty-three photo albums with thirteen pictures in each album. How
many pictures did his mother have total?

9) At the carnival there are twenty-two students selling tickets. If each student sells sixty-five
tickets, how many tickets would be sold all together?

10) There are thirty teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has fifty players, how
many players are there total?

11) There are seventy-three pieces of popcorn in a small bag. If a movie theater sells ninety-
five small bags, how many pieces of popcorn would they have sold?

12) Larry's Lawn Care charges forty-five bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If they
have forty-seven customers how much money will they make?
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Solve each problem.

1) Gwen had sixty-nine shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had twenty-six movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

2) At a school fundraiser the students sold forty-four boxes of candy with each box having
seventy-nine pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

3) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed sixty-
eight uniforms and he had fifteen stores, how many uniforms would he need?

4) Larry's Lawn Care charges seventy-six bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If they
have sixty-six customers how much money will they make?

5) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his seventy-
nine trees had ninety-six apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

6) There were thirty-seven people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets
costs forty-seven dollars, how much money would be spent?

7) There are fifty-six teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has twenty-nine
players, how many players are there total?

8) Maria was making necklaces for her friends. She had ninety-two friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took ninety-nine beads. How many bead would she need total?

9) Ned was collecting cans for recycling. In a month he had collected twenty-eight bags with
seventy-eight cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

10) On her MP3 player, Bianca had fourteen different singers with sixty-seven songs from
each singer. How many songs did Bianca have total?

11) If an industrial machine could make fifty-nine erasers in a second, how many erasers
would it have made in nineteen seconds?

12) Robin was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit ninety-one drawings on each page. If she
has seventy pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?
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Solve each problem.

1) Gwen had sixty-nine shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had twenty-six movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

2) At a school fundraiser the students sold forty-four boxes of candy with each box having
seventy-nine pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

3) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed sixty-
eight uniforms and he had fifteen stores, how many uniforms would he need?

4) Larry's Lawn Care charges seventy-six bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If they
have sixty-six customers how much money will they make?

5) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his seventy-
nine trees had ninety-six apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

6) There were thirty-seven people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets
costs forty-seven dollars, how much money would be spent?

7) There are fifty-six teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has twenty-nine
players, how many players are there total?

8) Maria was making necklaces for her friends. She had ninety-two friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took ninety-nine beads. How many bead would she need total?

9) Ned was collecting cans for recycling. In a month he had collected twenty-eight bags with
seventy-eight cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

10) On her MP3 player, Bianca had fourteen different singers with sixty-seven songs from
each singer. How many songs did Bianca have total?

11) If an industrial machine could make fifty-nine erasers in a second, how many erasers
would it have made in nineteen seconds?

12) Robin was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit ninety-one drawings on each page. If she
has seventy pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?
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Solve each problem.

1) A bouquet of flowers had eighty-nine daisies in it. If a florist had thirty-three bouquets,
how many daisies did they have total?

2) There are fifty-six pieces of popcorn in a small bag. If a movie theater sells ninety-three
small bags, how many pieces of popcorn would they have sold?

3) If an industrial machine could make sixteen erasers in a second, how many erasers would
it have made in sixty-seven seconds?

4) Paul was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze eighty-seven toys into a box. If
Paul filled up fifty-one boxes, how many toys did he pack total?

5) A pet store sold forty-eight puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost thirty-one
dollars, how much money would they have made?

6) There were eighty-one people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets costs
thirty-eight dollars, how much money would be spent?

7) Maria had twenty-three shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had twenty-two movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

8) A delivery driver made exactly fifty-seven stops each day. After twenty days, how many
stops would he have made total?

9) On her MP3 player, Gwen had sixty-nine different singers with eighty songs from each
singer. How many songs did Gwen have total?

10) Luke was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted forty-
three rows of vegetables with forty-five seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

11) Debby was making necklaces for her friends. She had sixty-two friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took thirty-seven beads. How many bead would she need
total?

12) A toy store sold thirteen video games in one day. If each game cost twenty dollars, how
much money did they make?
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Solve each problem.

1) A bouquet of flowers had eighty-nine daisies in it. If a florist had thirty-three bouquets,
how many daisies did they have total?

2) There are fifty-six pieces of popcorn in a small bag. If a movie theater sells ninety-three
small bags, how many pieces of popcorn would they have sold?

3) If an industrial machine could make sixteen erasers in a second, how many erasers would
it have made in sixty-seven seconds?

4) Paul was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze eighty-seven toys into a box. If
Paul filled up fifty-one boxes, how many toys did he pack total?

5) A pet store sold forty-eight puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost thirty-one
dollars, how much money would they have made?

6) There were eighty-one people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets costs
thirty-eight dollars, how much money would be spent?

7) Maria had twenty-three shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had twenty-two movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

8) A delivery driver made exactly fifty-seven stops each day. After twenty days, how many
stops would he have made total?

9) On her MP3 player, Gwen had sixty-nine different singers with eighty songs from each
singer. How many songs did Gwen have total?

10) Luke was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted forty-
three rows of vegetables with forty-five seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

11) Debby was making necklaces for her friends. She had sixty-two friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took thirty-seven beads. How many bead would she need
total?

12) A toy store sold thirteen video games in one day. If each game cost twenty dollars, how
much money did they make?
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3. 8,832

4. 3,395
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Solve each problem.

1) On her MP3 player, Debby had seventeen different singers with sixty-two songs from each
singer. How many songs did Debby have total?

2) At a school fundraiser the students sold seventy boxes of candy with each box having
eighty-three pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

3) A teacher had ninety-two students in her classes. If each student completed ninety-six
problems, how many problems would she have to grade?

4) There were ninety-seven people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets
costs thirty-five dollars, how much money would be spent?

5) A furniture store was selling new chairs for ninety-four dollars each. If a company bought
twenty chairs, how much money would they end up spending?

6) A pet store sold eighty-seven puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost seventy
dollars, how much money would they have made?

7) A bouquet of flowers had forty daisies in it. If a florist had eighty-seven bouquets, how
many daisies did they have total?

8) John was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had seventy-one coins. If he had
ninety-seven stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

9) Bianca was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit twenty-two drawings on each page. If
she has thirty-eight pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?

10) Will was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted fifty-four
rows of vegetables with twenty-five seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

11) A toy store sold forty-three video games in one day. If each game cost eighteen dollars,
how much money did they make?

12) A pizza store sold twenty-six pizzas each hour. How many pizzas would they have sold
after fifty-two hours?
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Solve each problem.

1) On her MP3 player, Debby had seventeen different singers with sixty-two songs from each
singer. How many songs did Debby have total?

2) At a school fundraiser the students sold seventy boxes of candy with each box having
eighty-three pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

3) A teacher had ninety-two students in her classes. If each student completed ninety-six
problems, how many problems would she have to grade?

4) There were ninety-seven people in line waiting for concert tickets. If each of the tickets
costs thirty-five dollars, how much money would be spent?

5) A furniture store was selling new chairs for ninety-four dollars each. If a company bought
twenty chairs, how much money would they end up spending?

6) A pet store sold eighty-seven puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost seventy
dollars, how much money would they have made?

7) A bouquet of flowers had forty daisies in it. If a florist had eighty-seven bouquets, how
many daisies did they have total?

8) John was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had seventy-one coins. If he had
ninety-seven stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

9) Bianca was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit twenty-two drawings on each page. If
she has thirty-eight pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?

10) Will was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted fifty-four
rows of vegetables with twenty-five seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

11) A toy store sold forty-three video games in one day. If each game cost eighteen dollars,
how much money did they make?

12) A pizza store sold twenty-six pizzas each hour. How many pizzas would they have sold
after fifty-two hours?
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1. 2,666

2. 7,392

3. 8,008

4. 4,650

5. 5,548

6. 5,893

7. 6,106

8. 2,430

9. 2,232

10. 525

11. 3,738

12. 1,771

Solve each problem.

1) Larry's Lawn Care charges thirty-one bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If they
have eighty-six customers how much money will they make?

2) Ned was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted ninety-six
rows of vegetables with seventy-seven seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

3) Bianca was practicing drawing super heroes. Each day she drew ninety-one pictures. How
many pictures would she have drawn after eighty-eight days?

4) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his ninety-
three trees had fifty apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

5) Adam was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had seventy-six coins. If he
had seventy-three stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

6) A teacher had seventy-one students in her classes. If each student completed eighty-three
problems, how many problems would she have to grade?

7) A laundry mat owner washed seventy-one loads of towels with eighty-six towels in each
load. How many towels did he wash total?

8) On her MP3 player, Amy had eighty-one different singers with thirty songs from each
singer. How many songs did Amy have total?

9) Vanessa was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit twenty-four drawings on each page. If
she has ninety-three pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?

10) A library checks out fifteen books each day. How many books would they have checked
out after thirty-five days?

11) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed forty-
two uniforms and he had eighty-nine stores, how many uniforms would he need?

12) Luke was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze seventy-seven toys into a box.
If Luke filled up twenty-three boxes, how many toys did he pack total?
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1. 2,666
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Solve each problem.

1) Larry's Lawn Care charges thirty-one bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If they
have eighty-six customers how much money will they make?

2) Ned was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted ninety-six
rows of vegetables with seventy-seven seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

3) Bianca was practicing drawing super heroes. Each day she drew ninety-one pictures. How
many pictures would she have drawn after eighty-eight days?

4) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his ninety-
three trees had fifty apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

5) Adam was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had seventy-six coins. If he
had seventy-three stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

6) A teacher had seventy-one students in her classes. If each student completed eighty-three
problems, how many problems would she have to grade?

7) A laundry mat owner washed seventy-one loads of towels with eighty-six towels in each
load. How many towels did he wash total?

8) On her MP3 player, Amy had eighty-one different singers with thirty songs from each
singer. How many songs did Amy have total?

9) Vanessa was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit twenty-four drawings on each page. If
she has ninety-three pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?

10) A library checks out fifteen books each day. How many books would they have checked
out after thirty-five days?

11) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed forty-
two uniforms and he had eighty-nine stores, how many uniforms would he need?

12) Luke was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze seventy-seven toys into a box.
If Luke filled up twenty-three boxes, how many toys did he pack total?
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Answers

1. 1,620

2. 3,782

3. 4,148

4. 1,480

5. 1,400

6. 7,392

7. 4,484

8. 2,366

9. 378

10. 4,176

11. 6,596

12. 4,158

Solve each problem.

1) Dave was unpacking boxes of ornaments. If he has twenty boxes with eighty-one
ornaments in each box, how many ornaments does he have all together?

2) There are sixty-two teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has sixty-one
players, how many players are there total?

3) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed sixty-
one uniforms and he had sixty-eight stores, how many uniforms would he need?

4) Paul's mother had thirty-seven photo albums with forty pictures in each album. How many
pictures did his mother have total?

5) A bouquet of flowers had fifty daisies in it. If a florist had twenty-eight bouquets, how
many daisies did they have total?

6) Bianca was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit eighty-four drawings on each page. If
she has eighty-eight pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?

7) Robin was making necklaces for her friends. She had fifty-nine friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took seventy-six beads. How many bead would she need total?

8) A laundry mat owner washed ninety-one loads of towels with twenty-six towels in each
load. How many towels did he wash total?

9) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his eighteen
trees had twenty-one apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

10) At a school fundraiser the students sold fifty-eight boxes of candy with each box having
seventy-two pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

11) Larry's Lawn Care charges ninety-seven bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If
they have sixty-eight customers how much money will they make?

12) There are ninety-nine plates in a box. If a restaurant bought forty-two boxes, how many
plates would they have total?
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Solve each problem.

1) Dave was unpacking boxes of ornaments. If he has twenty boxes with eighty-one
ornaments in each box, how many ornaments does he have all together?

2) There are sixty-two teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has sixty-one
players, how many players are there total?

3) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed sixty-
one uniforms and he had sixty-eight stores, how many uniforms would he need?

4) Paul's mother had thirty-seven photo albums with forty pictures in each album. How many
pictures did his mother have total?

5) A bouquet of flowers had fifty daisies in it. If a florist had twenty-eight bouquets, how
many daisies did they have total?

6) Bianca was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit eighty-four drawings on each page. If
she has eighty-eight pieces of paper, how many drawings can she make?

7) Robin was making necklaces for her friends. She had fifty-nine friends who wanted a
necklace and each necklace took seventy-six beads. How many bead would she need total?

8) A laundry mat owner washed ninety-one loads of towels with twenty-six towels in each
load. How many towels did he wash total?

9) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total. Each of his eighteen
trees had twenty-one apples in it. How many apples did he have total?

10) At a school fundraiser the students sold fifty-eight boxes of candy with each box having
seventy-two pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

11) Larry's Lawn Care charges ninety-seven bucks to mow a customer's lawn for a year. If
they have sixty-eight customers how much money will they make?

12) There are ninety-nine plates in a box. If a restaurant bought forty-two boxes, how many
plates would they have total?
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1. 798

2. 4,050

3. 4,698

4. 2,052

5. 5,270

6. 4,620

7. 6,630

8. 1,368

9. 2,494

10. 944

11. 4,526

12. 5,940

Solve each problem.

1) If an industrial machine could make fifty-seven erasers in a second, how many erasers
would it have made in fourteen seconds?

2) At a school fundraiser the students sold eighty-one boxes of candy with each box having
fifty pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

3) Jerry was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze fifty-eight toys into a box. If
Jerry filled up eighty-one boxes, how many toys did he pack total?

4) On her MP3 player, Carol had thirty-eight different singers with fifty-four songs from each
singer. How many songs did Carol have total?

5) There are sixty-two plates in a box. If a restaurant bought eighty-five boxes, how many
plates would they have total?

6) There are fifty-five teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has eighty-four
players, how many players are there total?

7) Sarah had seventy-eight shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had eighty-five movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

8) Cody was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted thirty-
eight rows of vegetables with thirty-six seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

9) A delivery driver made exactly eighty-six stops each day. After twenty-nine days, how
many stops would he have made total?

10) A bouquet of flowers had fifty-nine daisies in it. If a florist had sixteen bouquets, how
many daisies did they have total?

11) At the carnival there are seventy-three students selling tickets. If each student sells sixty-
two tickets, how many tickets would be sold all together?

12) A toy store sold sixty video games in one day. If each game cost ninety-nine dollars, how
much money did they make?
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Solve each problem.

1) If an industrial machine could make fifty-seven erasers in a second, how many erasers
would it have made in fourteen seconds?

2) At a school fundraiser the students sold eighty-one boxes of candy with each box having
fifty pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

3) Jerry was packing up his old toys. He managed to squeeze fifty-eight toys into a box. If
Jerry filled up eighty-one boxes, how many toys did he pack total?

4) On her MP3 player, Carol had thirty-eight different singers with fifty-four songs from each
singer. How many songs did Carol have total?

5) There are sixty-two plates in a box. If a restaurant bought eighty-five boxes, how many
plates would they have total?

6) There are fifty-five teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has eighty-four
players, how many players are there total?

7) Sarah had seventy-eight shelves of DVDs. If each shelf had eighty-five movies on it, how
many movies did she have total?

8) Cody was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted thirty-
eight rows of vegetables with thirty-six seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?

9) A delivery driver made exactly eighty-six stops each day. After twenty-nine days, how
many stops would he have made total?

10) A bouquet of flowers had fifty-nine daisies in it. If a florist had sixteen bouquets, how
many daisies did they have total?

11) At the carnival there are seventy-three students selling tickets. If each student sells sixty-
two tickets, how many tickets would be sold all together?

12) A toy store sold sixty video games in one day. If each game cost ninety-nine dollars, how
much money did they make?
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1. 2,346

2. 3,738

3. 2,552
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Solve each problem.

1) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed forty-
six uniforms and he had fifty-one stores, how many uniforms would he need?

2) If an industrial machine could make forty-two erasers in a second, how many erasers
would it have made in eighty-nine seconds?

3) An airplane compartment can hold fifty-eight pieces of luggage. If a small plane had forty-
four compartments, how many pieces of luggage could they hold?

4) Frank was collecting cans for recycling. In a month he had collected forty-two bags with
forty-seven cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

5) There are forty-seven pieces of popcorn in a small bag. If a movie theater sells eighty-five
small bags, how many pieces of popcorn would they have sold?

6) A bouquet of flowers had twenty daisies in it. If a florist had sixteen bouquets, how many
daisies did they have total?

7) A pet store sold twenty puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost sixty dollars, how
much money would they have made?

8) At a school fundraiser the students sold fifty-nine boxes of candy with each box having
fifty-seven pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

9) There are fifty teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has fifty-six players, how
many players are there total?

10) Dave was building a LEGO tower. He built it thirty-five stories tall with fifty-one LEGOs
on each story. How many LEGOs did he use total?

11) A movie theater has sixty-one rows of seats. If each row has sixteen seats in it, how many
seats does the theater have total?

12) George was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted ninety-
two rows of vegetables with forty-nine seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?
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Solve each problem.

1) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of his stores needed forty-
six uniforms and he had fifty-one stores, how many uniforms would he need?

2) If an industrial machine could make forty-two erasers in a second, how many erasers
would it have made in eighty-nine seconds?

3) An airplane compartment can hold fifty-eight pieces of luggage. If a small plane had forty-
four compartments, how many pieces of luggage could they hold?

4) Frank was collecting cans for recycling. In a month he had collected forty-two bags with
forty-seven cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

5) There are forty-seven pieces of popcorn in a small bag. If a movie theater sells eighty-five
small bags, how many pieces of popcorn would they have sold?

6) A bouquet of flowers had twenty daisies in it. If a florist had sixteen bouquets, how many
daisies did they have total?

7) A pet store sold twenty puppies in one week. If each of the puppies cost sixty dollars, how
much money would they have made?

8) At a school fundraiser the students sold fifty-nine boxes of candy with each box having
fifty-seven pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy did they sell total?

9) There are fifty teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has fifty-six players, how
many players are there total?

10) Dave was building a LEGO tower. He built it thirty-five stories tall with fifty-one LEGOs
on each story. How many LEGOs did he use total?

11) A movie theater has sixty-one rows of seats. If each row has sixteen seats in it, how many
seats does the theater have total?

12) George was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together they planted ninety-
two rows of vegetables with forty-nine seeds in each row. How many seeds did they plant
total?
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